Message from the Editorial Board

Laws is an international, open access journal featuring rigorous scholarship on critical developments in governance, courts, agencies, and social order. Analysis and synthesis, theory and practice, and empirical and doctrinal work have appeared in the journal; contributions that bridge these traditional boundaries are particularly welcome. The social sciences and humanities generate insights both from and for the legal system. While theory grounds Laws in a timeless dialogue shaped by traditions of inquiry, legal practice ensures that scholars are addressing pressing problems. Both normative and positive scholarship can aid policymakers, judges, and agency officials. Laws brings together the work of theorists and practitioners, and a diverse range of empirical researchers, to promote the progress of foundational legal norms.

Author Benefits

- **Open Access** Unlimited and free access for readers
- **No Copyright Constraints** Retain copyright of your work and free use of your article
- **Thorough Peer-Review**
- **No Space Constraints, No Extra Space or Color Charges** No restriction on the length of the papers, number of figures or colors
- **Coverage by Leading Indexing Services** Scopus, ESCI (Web of Science), RePEc, vLex Justis, CanLII, and many other databases
- **Rapid Publication** First decision provided to authors approximately 26.1 days after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 5.4 days (median values for papers published in this journal in the second half of 2021)
Aims and Scope

Laws (ISSN 2075-471X) is an open access journal, featuring scholarly work which examines critical developments in the substance and process of legal systems around the world. Laws encourages legal academics and criminologists to publish their empirical, doctrinal and/or theoretical research in as much detail as possible. Contributions that bridge traditional boundaries and challenge the injustices inherent in law are particularly welcome.

Laws publishes literature reviews, research papers, and short communications as well as Special Issues on a broad range of topical subjects such as gender-based violence, environmental law, and numerous human rights-related topics. The journal encourages authors to submit articles that are under 20,000 words in length including text, footnotes, and other accompanying material. Methodology details should be provided where appropriate so that results can be replicated.

Laws publishes across all relevant fields of research, including but not restricted to:

- Human rights and law
- Gender and law
- Religion and law
- Media law
- Refugee law
- Health law
- Policy and law
- Justice
- International law
- Economic law
- Education law
- Criminal law
- Intellectual property law
- Environmental law
- Fashion law